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Is Technology An Ally or Enemy?
Technology isn’t here to replace teachers, it is here to
complement them and enhance the service they offer.
From stone tablets, to pen & paper, blackboards and now
the internet, education has always beneﬁtted from the
latest technology. The internet puts virtually all
information known to humanity at our ﬁngertips, so
which teacher wouldn’t fully embrace such a marvelous
gift?
Well, many have concerns about how the internet has so
fully saturated the lives of kids in the average classroom.
Some educators feel the need to restrict web access outside of scholastic projects in order prevent distractions,
cyber-bullying and other threats. On a different tack,
some teachers feel they are in a race against the machine, and could be replaced entirely by the internet.
100% online degrees by remote learning don’t provide
any reassurance on this front. Most teachers stress that
tutor-student and student-student interactions are an
invaluable part of a rounded education. However, when
the internet is used correctly, it supports both educators
and students. It accelerates learning times, provides
ﬂexibility, and allows teachers to organize lessons to a
degree unmatched in our history.
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Take Chromebooks, for instance,
whose ubiquity in the classroom has
greatly helped schools. The
Chromebook program has put cutting
edge technology in the hands of every
student, even those from the most
underprivileged sections of society.
However, many educators argue that
those devices also lead students to
distraction and misconduct when
usage is not supervised. Should this
lead to the removal of Chromebooks,
the banning of the internet, both? Of
course not, but school leaders need a
technology they can use. One that
becomes a true teaching aid while
offering central management to
regulate harmful or frivolous activity.
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What school leaders need is a technology to
supervise and regulate the activities of
technologies like the Internet and Chromebooks.
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Online Safety for Students, Staff, and Schools
Nu EDU SEC is a standards-compliant platform that lets K-12 schools and other educators centrally manage
Chromebooks, enforce security policy, monitor usage, and protect students.

Achieve CIPA,
COPPA, and FERPA
compliance

Integrates with G Suite
and Active Directory

Supports Chromebooks,
Windows and macOS
devices

Centrally manage
an entire campus
network in minutes

Identify signs of
self-harm and
cyberbullying

Location ﬁnder lets
you easily track down
missing devices

Implement strong
web-search and
content ﬁlters

Get real-time reports
and implement
parental controls
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Are you a school leader or
IT admin? Help your
district become secured.
Nu EDU SEC is the complete package to keep your school campus safe. Ideally
suited for K-12 institutions, Nu EDU SEC lets you achieve compliance with
government standards and can be deployed to your entire device ﬂeet in minutes.
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